Researchers study exciton dynamics at unprecedented resolution
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Now, researchers from Japan have overcome a critical bottleneck that might give rise to ultrafast optical communication technology based on excitons. Their results are published in *npj 2D Materials and Applications*

Researchers are excited about using excitons—assemblies of bound electrons and holes—for terabits per second optical communication. Unfortunately, rapid exciton dissociation at room temperature in conventional three-dimensional semiconductors precludes immediate practical applications. However, atomically thin layered two-dimensional materials (*transition metal dichalcogenides*, TMDCs) impart certain advantages.

Future optical communication that's vastly more reliable and faster than what's commonly available today will require new technology. Modern communication is based on charge transfer, which can result in large transmission losses during certain data-intensive applications. Excitons are alternatives, yet they face technical challenges for widespread implementation.
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results confirm theoretical predictions that prior researchers had been unable to experimentally verify.

"The 2.5-nanometer spatial resolution of our technique is groundbreaking," says Professor Hidemi Shigekawa, senior author. "At this resolution, we confirmed that in the tungsten diselenide region, the rate of exciton-exciton annihilation was 0.10 ± 0.02 square centimeters per second, and was modulated by local nanostructures."

Based on the research described here, excitons will become an essential tool to remove many current barriers to remote communication. In the future, that is expected to expand real-life applications of advanced optical communications—such as seamless business and financial data-sharing that speeds up operations, faster search-and-rescue operations based on artificial intelligence image-processing of airborne drone data, and safer driverless vehicles.
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